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Application for the Review of a Premises
Licence or a Club Premises Certificate

Reference: RP353574932

Before completing this form please read the Review of a Premises Licence or Club
Premises Certificate guidance notes.

1. The ground(s) for review must be based on one or more of the licensing objectives. 
2. Please list any additional information or details, for example dates or problems which are
included in the grounds for review, if available. 
3. The application form must be signed. 
4. An applicant agent (for example a solicitor) may sign on their behalf provided that they have
actual authority to do so. 
5. This is the address to which we shall use to correspond with you about this application.

 
I, Dave Leonard on behalf of Brentwood Borough Council (Licensing),
apply for the review of a premises licence under section 51 of the Licensing Act 2003 for the
premises described in Part 1

Part 1 - Premises Details

Does the premises have a postal address?: Yes
 
Ordnance Survey reference or description: 
 
Premises Address
Flat number (if any)

House number / name The Brave Nelson

Road name Woodman Road

Town Warley

County Essex

Post Code CM14 5AL
 
Name of premises licence holder (if known): Mr Paul Duley
 
Number of premises licence (if known): PRM_0019



Part 2 - Applicant Details

I am: a responsible authority
 

Details of Individual Applicant or Responsible Authority Applicant or
Individual Applicant

Title:
First name:
Surname:
 
Name: Dave Leonard
 
Address
Flat number (if
any)

Brentwood Borough
Council

House number /
name

Town Hall

Road name Ingrave Road

Town Brentwood

County Essex

Post Code CM15 8AY
 
Telephone number: 01277 312523
Email address: dave.leonard@brentwood.gov.uk
I am aged 18 years or over:

This application to review relates to the following licensing objective(s): 
the prevention of crime and disorder, the prevention of public nuisance
 
Please state ground(s) for review (please read guidance note 1): 
The Licensing Department as a responsible authority are requesting a review of the premises
licence of The Brave Nelson, 138 Woodman Road, Warley, Brentwood CM14 5AL under the
prevention of crime and disorder and, subsequently, public nuisance licensing objectives. 

It is accepted that the hospitality industry has suffered more than most during the exceptional times
experienced as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. During the extended lockdown period - and
with the government regulations of conducting business in outside locations - Mr Paul Duley, the
premises licence holder and designated premises supervisor of The Brave Nelson, set about
undertaking a substantial and costly re-development of the pub’s beer garden to accommodate the
regulations and maximise the customer potential of the outside area. This work included erecting
structures that required planning permission and a permanent outside bar servery that required a
variation to be made to the premises licence. Mr Duley also fitted two large screen TVs along with
a further three standard screens within a seated pergola area with the intention of showing sporting
events outside. 

As a result, an application to vary the premises licence to include the outside bar servery building



was submitted by Mr Duley on 10 March 2021. Following consultation, no representations were
made by the responsible authorities. However, eleven valid representations were received from
Other Persons of which six were opposed to the application and five were made in support and a
Licensing Sub-Committee hearing was convened on 11 May 2021 to determine the application. 

The Brave Nelson is a public house situated in the middle of a totally residential area. In 2013, this
public house became the first building in Brentwood to be listed as a Community Asset under the
Localism Act 2011. However, the use of the beer garden in the middle of a totally residential area
has also historically made the premises the subject of regular public nuisance noise pollution
complaints from the closest residents. As a result, the licence has conditions attached to it to
address the local concerns including 

• Customers will not be permitted use of the garden after 22:00hrs except for the purpose of
smoking. The number of smokers permitted to be outside smoking after 22:00hrs will be limited to
15 
• No drinks are to be consumed outside after 22:00hrs 
• The children’s play area will be closed to all patrons after 21:00hrs on any day 
• Music amplification is prohibited in the outside areas of the premises without prior permission
from the Council's licensing department 

The outcome of the Licensing Sub-Committee hearing saw the variation being granted with the
outdoor bar being licensed with a terminal hour of 2130hrs from March to September and two
additional conditions attached and the Committee reminding Mr Duley that he must adhere to all of
the conditions applied to this premises licence and that if there are any problems in future as a
result of the grant of this variation, a review of the licence can be requested. 

From the outset, I had strongly advised that he not place TV screens in the garden when he
already had viewing facilities for his customers inside the pub. Mr Duley outlined to me his intention
to be screening the Euros 2020 football tournament between 11th June and 11th July in the beer
garden to his seated paying customers. 

I reminded him on several occasions that the conditions of his premises licence - namely, closing
the beer garden at 2200hrs-had the potential to impact on his paying customers on the evenings of
knockout matches kicking-off at 2000hrs. Mr Duley was advised on more than one occasion, and
with significant notice to act, that he would need to submit temporary event notifications (TENs) in
order to address and avoid potential breaches of his premises licence from occurring. On 10 June
2021 I sent Mr Duley an e-mail reiterating my concerns and reminding him of the conditions on his
premises licence. 

On 11 June 2021 at 8.15pm, in company with the Licensing Manager, Mr Paul Adams, I met with
Mr Duley and his partner in the beer garden during the screening of the opening Euros football
match between Italy v Turkey. The garden was quiet and well managed and nowhere near
operating to capacity. We advised Mr Duley that this was unlikely to be the case for the England
games. We repeated the TENs process to Mr Duley and urged him to submit his TENs with
expedience to ensure he was compliant with the minimum working days’ notice criteria. Mr Duley
acknowledged this and advised that he would apply straight away. 

On 15 June 2021 Mr Duley submitted a TEN for the England v Czech Republic match on 22 June
2021. This was rejected as 5 clear working days’ notice had not been provided as had previously



been explained and is required by licensing legislation. In any case, Mr Duley went ahead with
screening this match. On this occasion the game did not go into extra time and, as a result, the
conditions on the premises licence were not breached. 

On 22June 2021 at 3pm, in company with Environmental Health Manager, Mr David Carter, I once
again visited Mr Duley at The Brave Nelson to discuss the latest noise nuisance complaints being
received relating to the use of the beer garden. I noticed that there had been two additional
marquees erected that, effectively, covered the entire seating area in the beer garden. With the
side flaps down, the marquees also severely restricted the CCTV coverage and totally obscured
visibility to the outside bar. He explained that the additional marquees had been hired and erected
merely as a precaution against inclement weather. Mr Duley was reminded that his TEN for
England game that evening had been rejected and, should he operate regardless and
subsequently breach the conditions of the premises in defiance of a local authority counter notice,
severe ramifications may follow. Mr Duley was also reminded to maintain his incident log. “An
incident log will be kept in which staff will record any crimes, incidents, refusals and any complaints
received.” (Annex 2 condition 1) 

On 25 June 2021 Mr Duley submitted a TEN for the England v Ukraine match on 3 July 2021.
Following previous noise complaints received, the Environmental Health Manager, Mr David
Carter, initially made representation against the notice but was able to reach a compromise with Mr
Duley on receipt of written assurances that the outside bar would close as normal at 2130hrs and
table service only would be provided at this point. Despite concerns being raised by some local
residents, even they were pragmatic enough to accept that England were progressing in an
extraordinary tournament and were acceptant of these exceptional circumstances. 

On 1 July 2021 Mr Duley submitted an incorrectly completed TEN for two separate matches, the
semi-final on 7 July 2021 and the tournament final on 11 July 2021. Once again, the submission
had failed to provide 5 clear working days’ notice for the semi-final and had to be rejected and a
counter notice was issued. Mr Duley did, however, give the same undertakings to Mr Carter and
the TEN for the final was acknowledged. 

On 5 July 2021 at 3.25pm I had a telephone conversation with Mr Duley and once again warned
him of the potential ramifications of operating in breach of his premises licence conditions and in
direct disregard for the TEN counter notice being issued for the semi-final event on 7 July 2021. Mr
Duley stated that he would be screening the event for his customers and take his chances that the
match would not run into extra time. He felt very aggrieved that he could be penalised in the
circumstances for such a special one-off event. 

On 7 July 2021 Mr Duley did screen the England v Denmark semi-final match in the beer garden
and the game did go into extra time. This resulted in a failure to clear the garden of customers by
2200hrs and constituted a breach of the premises licence: 
“Customers will not be permitted use of the garden after 22:00hrs except for the purpose of
smoking. The number of smokers permitted to be outside smoking after 22:00hrs will be limited to
15.” (Annex 2 condition 7) 

This is an offence under S136 (1)(a) Licensing Act 2003, to carry on a licensable activity on or from
any premises otherwise than under and in accordance with an authorisation. 

The Licensing Office received five complaints in response to this breach and the ensuing noise



nuisance. 

On 14 July 2021 at 4.45pm I visited the Brave Nelson and met with Mr Duley. I then accompanied
him to his first-floor office where I viewed the outside CCTV coverage for the evening of 7 July
2021. The marquees had not been adjusted, vision inside was extremely limited and the bar could
not be seen. The recording timed at 2248hrs (and confirmed as showing at real time) showed that
there were still a significant number of customers standing and crowded together whilst apparently
watching the TVs. Mr Duley informed me that he had 172 customers in attendance on the night. I
looked at the incident logbook for 7 July and noted that an entry had been made stating that ‘Bar
shut at 10pm inside and outside’. It was also noted that there was lots of singing & chanting and
people had to be told to calm down, a group of males began arguing at having their drinks taken off
them at 10.15pm & at 10.20pm, a fight took place in the car park but the police were not called. 

Several neighbours have historically complained about The Brave Nelson in relation to the outside
beer garden and the associated noise nuisance matters arising from its use. On 7 July 2021,
despite repeated guidance being offered by the Licensing and Environmental Health teams before
and during the Euros 2020 competition and, despite being made aware in no uncertain terms of the
potential for serious ramifications should he fail to comply with the conditions on his premises
licence, Mr Duley elected to operate in direct defiance of a local authority counter notice and so, by
keeping the outside bar open after 2130hrs and the garden open after 2200hrs, breached the
conditions on the premises licence. 

This office accepts that Mr Duley’s garden re-design, was probably originally intended to address
the coronavirus guidance for outdoor socialising last year. However, Mr Duley has now
substantially increased the customer capacity of the premises. The inclusion of several TV screens
to show sporting events outside has proven, as predicted, that it will only increase the number of
public noise nuisance complaints this authority receives. 
 
Please provide as much information as possible to support the application (please read guidance
note 2): 
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Appendix J – Warning letters 
 
Have you made an application for review relating to this premises before?: No
If yes, please state the date of that application:
 
If you have made representations before relating to this premises, please state what they were and
when you made them: 
N/A

 
I understand that copies of this application will be sent by the licensing authority to the responsible
authorities and the premises licence holder or club holding the club premises certificate: Yes
 
IT IS AN OFFENCE, LIABLE ON CONVICTION TO A FINE UP TO LEVEL 5 ON THE
STANDARD SCALE, UNDER SECTION 158 OF THE LICENSING ACT 2003, TO MAKE A
FALSE STATEMENT IN OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS APPLICATION.



Part 3 - Signatures

Signature of applicant or applicant's solicitor or other duly authorised agent. (Please read
guidance note 4). If signing on behalf of the applicant, please state in what capacity.
 
Signature: Dave Leonard
Date: 02/08/2021
Capacity: Licensing Officer - Bentwood Borough Council
 
Is the correspondence name and address associated with this application different that which has
already been given? (see guidance note 5): No
 
Please note: You must serve a copy of the application on the licence holder on the day that
you made the application.
 
The Licensing Authority will also serve a copy of the application to each Responsible
Authority.
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